ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION Multiple description coding (MDC)
is an error resilient souce coding scheme that generates multiple encoded bitstreams ofthe source with the aim afproviding an acceptable reconstruction quality ofthe source when only one description is received, and inipmved quality when multiple descriptions are available. This is difl'erent from layered coding whch rcquires the presence of the base layer for enhancement layer to bz useful. As such. MVC is useful for delay limited applications in lossy environments such as wireless conunuikation where outage can last scveral seconds or longerer. rendering retransmission less useful. MDC can also be useful in emerging peer-to-peer (PZP) systems [I] on the Internet. lo P2P applications such as Kazaa [I 1. each peer has the ability to limit the bandwidth for file transfer to others. As such, a single 4OOkhps connection from one receiving peer to another serving peer does 1101 provide sufficient bandwidth for streanihg a 700kbps vidco. This situation can be remedied by multiple serving peers stream the video simultaneously to the receiving peer. However. the frequent joins and leaves of peers catl potentially dmupt the smooth video streaming on the order of several seconds to minutes. The solution to the dynamics of peers joinins and leaving is to use multiple descriptions ofvideo in which. each serving peer strems an independently decodablc video description to the receiving peer. MDC can also be used in corijunction witli o u recently proposed Path Diversity with Forward error correction (PDF) system for delay limited applications, in which packets are sent simultaneuusly 011 [4] , the author applies the ROPE framework [7] to the DCT based MDC [3] in order to optimize the video quality in lossy e n v h nments. In this paper. we extend MP-MDVC [SI to optimize it for lossy envimmnents. We chaose MP-MDVC for the following reasons. First, MP-MDVC has been shown l o outperform D C I based multiple description video cader [5] . Second. the rate distortion aialysis for MP is simple and elegant as compared to otthogoilal trannfornis where qumtization is done after the tramsfinn is conipleted [8]. lo pnrticular. since the number of bits per atom' is more or less constant. mte control and rate prediction is straightforward in MP cohng systems. The same is hue for distortion prediction as adding an atom reduces distoflion by the square ofits magnitude. In contrast with MP, the mte and distoltion in DCT based video coders are typically contmlled by the quantization step size. As a result. for U given quantization step size. the rate and distortion aTe not known until the all DCT coenicieuts are coded for the entire kame. 'These factors result in a natural framework and ease ofanalysis for extending MP-MVVC to lossy eiiviroiments, that is absent in DCT formulation.
The motivation for incorporating loss characteristics into inultiple description coding technique is as follows. In high loss environments, most likely only one description at a tinie is received. hence it is desirable to achieve high reconstruction quality from a single descriptioa. On the other bat& in low loss ewiroiuuents, two de- scriptions are likely to be received at a time. hence it is desirable to achieve as high of a reconstruction quality as possible from two descriptions. Since for a given total bit rate, there is an inherent trade-off between the reconstruction qualities o f one and hvo descriptions, depending on the level ofloss. one should strike a balance between the single and multiple description qualities. In this paper.
we fomiulate and solve this problem of how to achieve the above mentioned quality trade-off for matchting pursuits based M I X . In particular. we propose a fast. steepest descent algorithm for computing the optimum number o f atoms in each description based on the outage probabilities ofthe two channels so as to achieve ~i n i m~i i expected distortion, given bandwidth constraints. and maximum allowable distortion for each description. Our approach is based on a simple rate distortion amlysis of MP. reSUhg in a fast practical implementation.
The rest of our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present overviews ofMP and MP-MDVC. Next h Section 3. we describe our proposed optimization algorithm for lossy environments. In Section 4. we provide experimental results showing improved video quality over MP-MDVC(S]. Finally. we conclude in Section 5.
'an atom is a hasis function togelher ulth lhe position informalion and magnitude 0-7~03-7750-~/03/$i7.00 02003 IEEE2. MP ANI) MP-MDVC 2.1. Overview o l M P In many video coding standmls. residual iniages are encoded using block-hascd DCT coding. thus introilucing noticeable blocking artificts at low bit rates. In matching pursuits video c d i n g , motion compensated residual frames arc deconiposed into an overcomplete set of basis fuiictions that is much larger than the complete basis set in DCT. Residual fratnc is coded using an iterativc. greedy algorithm in which. at each iteration, the basis function with the largest inner product is subtracted fmm the residual frame. Since the magnihxie ofthe iimer product hctween the residue and tlir chosen function corresponds to distortion reduction at that iteration. this iterative. greedy method ensures that ninst impnrtant fvatures are coded t i n t . More details on matching pursuits video cudmg can he found in [91.
Ovrrview of MP-MDVC
In this section: we briefly present the three loop structmc originally proposed in [31 and suhseyuently used "I MP-MDVC [SI. Figure 1 shows three loop MP-MDVC structure for generating two descriptions. In the centrol prediction loop, a new frame is first motion conipensated fruni its prediction based on both descriptions. while in tlie side IOUQS. the new tiaxle is motion compellsated hased on only one description This approach is etnployed in o d e r h r the decoder to tmck the encodor statcs whrii both descriptions are received. or when vne ofthe descriptions is lost. Residue encoder applies MP decompositioii to tlie motion coinpensated residue as described in Section 2.1. to result U1 a set ofatonis. 1 x 1 Fl(E'2) denote the set ofatonis generated by central loop b r c11;uinel l(2) as shown In 1:igure 1. In
]. the tirst L atonis found during MP decoinposition io the central loop are shared hy both seis F'1 and FI. a i d suhsequent atonis are alternately assigned into the hvo sets. Since atonis are found in decreasing order ofmagnitude. this results in the ceinral loop atonis in 1;'l and F'2 lo be ofapproximately equal importance. Similarly. the sets GI and C2 containing iitoms from the side loops for chainiels 1 and 2 respectively. arc found using MP decomposition. For convenience, we denote F = F1 U F"> G = G1 U G1, and the atom type by the name of its set. e.g. F1 atom. F I and G'1 atoins ;ue sent on channel 1 while F2 and G2 a t o m are sent a n channel 2. Motion vectors. frame headers, and intra-coded [I) frames are duplicated and sent t1iroup.h both channels. Energy ofresidue Rl(R1) from motion compensation based on one description is l i n t reriuccd hy exploiting its correlation with coded residue from the central loop F l ( F 2 ) throilgll pixel-wise subtraction. Also. to save hits for residual coding. the sane motion wctors are used in both side loops and cetitral loop. More details 011 MI'-MDVCcan he bund in IS].
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E4ST ALGORITHM MP-MDVC
In this section, we extend the MP-MDVC appmach in [ 5 ] to optimally select the number of atoms "1 the central and side loops so as to match thc outage probability ofthe chauiels. 
Prnblem Formulation
subject 10 firllowing constraints:
In solving this problem. we are inherently assuming that V , R;. and R; are chosen in such a way that the set of feasible solutiolis is non-enipty. The last term in Equation [I j can he ignored since it does not contain free variables. This is a general non-linear convex optimization with non-linear constraints. However. we can simplilj the problem to arrive at a practical solution hy simplifying the coilstraints. First, we remove the distortion constraint in (2) and add a penalty tenn P to J aitd call this sum J' to get where J' = P + J Second. in matching pursuits implementation [9] : the iintnhcr of bits used lo code all atom is approxiniately constant. making the nuniber of hits per frame directly proportiunal to nnniber of atoms per frame. In addition. siice hi@ier hit rate results in lower distortion. any algorithm that minimizes the distortion should use all the available handwidth. Based nil these observations, the rate constrahits for description i in (2). Cali he rewritten as Ji + y; = $ where B is nunher ofbits per atom As a result. we siiiiplify our optimization problem into the prohlem offinding f~. 91, fi. and gi in order to miiumize The above prohlan can he solved fast using steepest descent nxtliod with a avo pass algorithm. In the fist pass. the central atoms are coded in the central loop. ' The resulting energies of the central atonis are then nsed in the secund pass to code the atoms in the side loops.
Before descrihing the algorithm in details. we first provide sew mal obselvations on wlucli our algorithm is based.
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Observation one: MP deconiposition codes atoms in decreasing order of magnitude, and the distortion reduction due to an atom is roughly square of its magnitude.
Obsenufioa fuo: Using the three-loop sbllcturc in Figure 1 , there is an inherent PSNR trade-off between the frames in the central and side loops for a given total bit rate. As the number o f F atoms in the central loop increases, the number of G ntoins in tlie side loop has to decrease in order to satisfy the constraints in Equation (6). Arguably, the side loop could potentially benefit fnm central loop atoms. since central loop atonis are used to predict side loop residues. However, these central loop atoms. especially the sniall magnitude ones. do not describe the side loop frame as well as the side loup atonis do. 'nit reason is that the central Imp atoms result from coding the frame predicted from the central loop which can be dityerent from the frames predicted by the side loop. Hence, it is more efficient tu use the siilne number of bits for side loop atonis to represent the side franic than central loop ones.
Obsen,utiorr tlzree: Suppose a frame IO is obtained from MP coding the original frame L , j , using IV atoms. frame l,,,ti,i is the resulting frame from randonily removing M 5 N atoms from Io. and franie I d i f , is obtained by pixel-wisc subtraction ofI,,t,,i fmm When I d i f f is MP coded using K 5 M atoms, the distortion reductioii hy these K atoms is roughly the sum of squares of magnitudes of fi largest atoms belonging to the set of A4 removed atonis. Intuitively. the reason is as follows: I d i f f contains the high energy regions which are used to he represented by the removed atoms. Since MP decomposition finds the regions with largest energies to code first. it is likely to find and code the largest atoms that have been previously removed in frame lo.
We now propose a fast algorithm to solve the optimization problem U1 Equation ( 5 ) based UII the above observations.
Step I: Assign the number of central loop atoms to the inaxiinuni allowable by bit rate constraint. namely.
IF1
Step 2: Code the frame in the central loop using F atoms. and record their corresponding magnitudes. Based on observation one, these rnagiiitudes are used to conipute the distortion in later steps.
Step 3: Assign the central loop atoms alternately U1 the order ofdecreasing magnitude into two sets of atonis F1 and F2 until either JI > 1% J or Jz > 121; then assign the remaining atom into the other nn%lled set. We &ave experimentally verified this initial allocation ofthe F atoms to be robust to ditTemnt loss probabilities of the descriptions. We set L. the number aishared atoms between the two descriptions in central loop in [5] to 0. The reasoning is based on observation three: When coding the side frame, the resultins G atoms frani the side loops are likely to more or less correspund to the atonis assigned to the other description; hence the two descriptions are likely to slkire siniilar energy atonis resulting from side loops.
Step 4: Yeepesr Descent sfep: From observation two on PSNR trade-off, for a fixed bit rate, increasing number of G atoms requires decreasing number of F atoilis. and therefore, increases(decrc8ses) the PSNR of frames 111 thc side (central) loop. Thus, given ii total number of atoms, the problem is optinmm allocatioii of atoms betweeii F a n d G sets, i.e. cennal and sidc loops. Furthemiore. since the total bits per description remallis fixed at L%J, ye o d y allow allocation ofatonis within a description, e.g. addmg a side loop atom from a given description requires removhg a central loop atom from the same description, Since our algorithm begins with the maximum number o f central loop atoms, there are three options to descent to the mininium value: (a) decrease f i and increase 91, (b) decrease fi and increase gz. and (c) stop, the allocation is optimal. Starting from the smollest energy central loop atonis found in step I ? we choose one ofthe above options so as to lower 1. We repeat the process for the next central loop atoms in the order of increasing energy until removing a central loop atom and adding a side loop atom no langci results in a smaller value of J'.
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Practical Implementation
Even though, in each step ofthe steepest descent algorithm, we need to compute J', we have not shown how to compute it efficiently. A simple method would be to use the thee-loop structure in Figure 1 to directly code three separate kames, one for the central loop and two for the side loops. and compute the resulting distortions anti 1 in each step ofthe steepest descent algorithm However, this simple method is computationally expensive since the two side loop frames have to he coded again every tinie a side loop atom is added in step 4 ofthe algorithm described in Section 3.2.
To reduce computational complexity, we propose a fast method to approximate the distortioii of die side loop frames. Rather than coding the entire side loop frame each tinie a side loop atom is added in order to compute the resulting distortion, we approximate the dis- This approximation assumes that the reference frames in the three loops are identical. In practice. these reference frames are not identical except for the first I-frame in a group of pictures (FOP). However, they are sufficiently similar to make this approximation work well in practice as shown in Section 4.
KXPERIMENTAI, RESULTS
In this section. we use staticlard MPEG CIF sequences Foreman and Hall coded at 1 Ofps with GOP size of SO for our experiments. The total number ofatoms for each description is 100. mnkiiig the approx.
iinate bit rate per description for Foreman and Hall to he 140 and 52kbps, respectively. The outage probability for both descriptions is set to 0.1. We assume that during on autnge. the entire description is lost. This is reasonable since outages in wireless a i d P2P environments are on the order of several seconds to minutes. The minimum PSNR constraints for Foreman and Hall are chosrii typically by applications or users. In this experiment, we set reasonable niininium constraints for Hall and Foreinan to 31 and 29dB. respectively.
We first show the PSNR results of propowd approximations in Section 3.3. Figure 2 shows the predicted PSNR using spproximation in Section 3.3 and the actual PSNR by coding the side loop frame for Foreman and Hall sequences as a function of ti" nun]-her. As seen, the predicted and actual PSNR for both sequences are very close. The algorithm prelllcts better for Hall than Foreman sequences. In gewral, the algorithm predicts better for low niotion sequences. Also. prediction error seeins to he slightly laqer as the l'rame number increases. This error is possibly due to the larger differcnce of the reference frames in central and side loops for later frames i11 a GOP. Another observation is that for most frames. the actual PSNK is slightly larger than the predicted PSNR. This is intuitively plausible since side loop atoms are likely to represent the side loop frame better than central atoms. as discussed in observation two. Figure S shows the PSNRs oftwo descriptioii (PSNRO) and one description (PSNRI) for Foreman<md Hall sequences. As seen, the PSNRs of either description is larger than the specified minimmi constraints of29dB and S I B for Foreman and Hall, respectively.
shuwing that thc algorithm satisfies the distortion constraints. We now consider the how PSNRO and PSNRI vary as a function of outage probability. For simplicity. we assume that outage probability of the two channels are identical. Intuitively. for small outase prohahility. one wunuld expect PSNRO to be large. and PSNRI to be small I -59 In MP-MDVC[S]. f l = 91 = fz = 92 = 50 independent ornetwork characteristics. As seen. at low outage probability. our nietliod results io over IdR improvement over MP-MDVC. As the outage probability increases. the expected PSNRgap decreases. 'Ths is due to the fact that the chosen nuniber of G' atom io MP-MDVC method is large enough. leading lo higher PSNRI. and hence resulting i n higher expected PSNR for high loss em 'Uolmients.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a fast steepest descent algorithm for matching pursuits mniiltiple description video coder in lossy en- 
